Monkeys on the Edge: Ecology and Management of Long-Tailed Macaques and their Interface with Humans

Long-tailed macaques (Macaca fascicularis) have a wide geographical distribution and extensively overlap with human societies across Southeast Asia, regularly utilizing the edges of secondary forest and inhabiting numerous anthropogenic environments, including temple grounds, cities, and farmlands. Yet despite their apparent ubiquity across the region, there are striking gaps in our understanding of long-tailed macaque population ecology.

This timely volume, a key resource for primatologists, anthropologists, and conservationists, underlines the urgent need for comprehensive population studies on common macaques. Providing the first detailed look at research on this underexplored species, it unveils what is currently known about the population of M. fascicularis, explores the contexts and consequences of human-macaque sympatry, and discusses the innovative programs being initiated to resolve human-macaque conflict across Asia. Spread throughout the book are boxed case studies that supplement the chapters and give a valuable insight into specific field studies on wild M. fascicularis populations.
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If the world of nonhuman primates offers an emblem of the tensions of modernity, it’s Macaca fascicularis, the long-tailed macaque. This alert, adaptable Asian species is one of the world’s most familiar monkeys, but also among the most sorely taken for granted. Its behavior is flexible and complex. Its intelligence and opportunism are famous, even notorious. It has been called many names, of which “weed” and “ethnotramp” aren’t the worst. Its current population status is poorly known but, by reliable accounts, combines the good news of broad distribution with the bad news of declining numbers. Its relations with Homo sapiens are close, diverse, ambivalent, and in some cases problematic. Although it has recently been reclassified as a species of “least concern” by the IUCN, concern does remain high among some primatologists, who see the long-tailed macaque facing multiple challenges throughout its distributional range. Some of those challenges (of which habitat loss, habitat fragmentation, culling and other population-control actions intended to reduce conflict with humans, and capture for use in biomedical research are foremost) could lead to local extinctions, disappearance of subspecies, and compromised population viability overall. No wonder, then, that Michael D. Gumert, Agustín Fuentes, Lisa Jones-Engel, and many of their colleagues have felt an urgent need to assess what is known, and to target what isn’t known but should be, about Macaca fascicularis. This book is an expression of that heightened concern.

The long-tailed macaque is an extraordinary species, much valued (especially as a laboratory test animal) and at the same time much disdained. It’s so plastic in its attributes and roles, so various, so shimmery – and human attitudes toward it are so varied too – that I’m put in mind of the Wallace Stevens poem, “Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird,” first published in 1917, when cubism in art and imagism in poetry were the cresting waves. Stevens was getting at the matter of perspective and subjectivity when he wrote those thirteen little haiku-like bits, each bit a vision or a thought of the bird. For instance: “Among twenty snowy mountains/The only moving thing/Was the eye of the blackbird.” And: “I do not know which to prefer/The beauty of inflections/Or the beauty of innuendos,/The blackbird whistling/Or just after.” In a similar spirit (but far more prosaically), I’ve made a list of adjectives that...
have been or could be applied to the long-tailed macaque, holding myself to a
canonical limit of thirteen. This creature is: smart, adaptive, widespread, resili-
ent, winsome, pestiferous, synanthropic, variable, exploited, sacred, profane,
numerous, and besieged. I won’t annotate the list because every one of those
topics is treated expertly in the chapters that follow.

My own early impression of *Macaca fascicularis* was skewed by the fact
that I encountered it first on the island of Mauritius, far from its native range.
On Mauritius, to which it was introduced by Portuguese or Dutch sailors some-
time in the sixteenth century, it has thrived as one among many exotic species.
Those exotics together have caused severe ecological damage, even helped
push some Mauritian endemics to extinction; the exact culpability of the long-
tailed macaque, amid the jumble of invaders, is hard to measure. Later I saw
it in the monkey temples of Bali, manifesting its typical boldness, its special
mojo, and I began to appreciate its influential place within human attitudes
(especially Hindu, Buddhist, and Animist attitudes) toward nature. Still later,
while tagging along on a field trip to Bangladesh with Lisa Jones-Engel and
Gregory Engel, during which their focus was the rhesus macaque, *Macaca
mulatta*, I learned more about *Macaca fascicularis* also – enough to confute
my early bias. It was Jones-Engel who alerted me to the sad and dangerous
paradox of the long-tailed macaque in the twenty-first century: that, because so
much of its natural habitat is being destroyed, and because it can compensate
somewhat by gravitating to the fringes and interstices of human environments,
the species is simultaneously becoming more conspicuous and less abundant.
Jones-Engel also reminded me that, despite whatever misguided human actions
may have placed *Macaca fascicularis* where it doesn’t belong, fundamentally
it is a wild animal, part of the fullness of life on Earth.

The logical extension of those two fateful trends – more conspicuous, less
abundant – is that we might allow ourselves to be surprised when this “com-
mon” monkey becomes badly reduced, scarce, even threatened with extinction
from parts or all of its range in the wild. We have made that mistake before,
with other seemingly plentiful and misprized species – most famously, the pas-
enger pigeon in North America. It would be a shame to commit the same lazy
blunder again.

The long-tailed macaque, as this book’s title declares, is a species on the
edge. It lives on the edges of forests, along the edges of rivers and seas, at the
edges of human settlements, and maybe on the edge of catastrophic decline.
Wallace Stevens wrote, as the ninth of his thirteen ways: “When the blackbird
flew out of sight/It marked the edge/Of one of many circles.” A glimpse of a
fleeting arc, and then it was gone.
A growing concern in Southeast Asian countries is the interface between long-tailed macaques (*Macaca fascicularis*) and human beings (*Homo sapiens*) and the consequences that this sympatric relationship brings to the affected human communities and macaque populations. A variety of potential negative and positive consequences exist in zones of interface for both humans and macaques. As a result, the relationship between *M. fascicularis* and humanity has become a recent focus for academics and NGOs worldwide. In addition, regional governments, whose citizens have expressed concern about the disturbances caused by living closely with macaques, have attempted or are newly initiating programs to manage or reduce populations of macaques living alongside people. The occurrence of human–macaque overlap is not isolated to a few exceptional locations, but rather macaque synanthropy is a widespread phenomenon existing in regions all throughout peninsular and insular Southeast Asia. In this volume, we begin to build a more comprehensive understanding of long-tailed macaque populations and the extent of their overlap with humans.

In several regions of Southeast Asia, governments and NGOs have already initiated management programs to control macaque populations. These programs are a result of an effort to respond to citizen complaints and have set out to reduce what they consider overpopulated and/or nuisance macaque populations. Management programs have occurred or are occurring in Thailand, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Singapore, and to a lesser extent in some regions of Indonesia. The goals of these programs either aim at reducing populations and pushing macaques away from human settlements by whatever means, or are focused on humanely controlling or eradicating the population through means of mass sterilization. Nearly all management programs have been initiated with insufficient or complete lack of information on the population being managed, with action plans often being initiated on only assumptions and non-researched estimates of the size, distribution, density, and other important characteristics of the populations being manipulated. Consequently, there is no way to gauge the impact of these programs on the long-tailed macaque population, and whether the consequences of these programs are indeed pathways to producing the results sought (i.e., reduction of macaque–human conflict).
The human–macaque interface is not only occurring with long-tailed macaques, but also has been an issue for rhesus macaques, Assamese macaques, and bonnet macaques in India, Japanese macaques in Japan, Taiwanese macaques in Taiwan, Tibetan macaques in China, several species of macaques in Sulawesi, and to a lesser extent pig-tailed and stump-tailed macaques in several regions of Southeastern Asia. It is a genera-wide dilemma, but we have chosen to focus on long-tailed macaques in this volume because of the large geographic range they encompass and the number of countries affected by this single species. Issues associated with long-tailed macaques interfacing with humans are truly an international environmental dilemma, affecting sixteen different nations and millions of people. This vast overlap between humans and macaques in Southeast Asia is largely driven by the expansive anthropogenic development and habitat modification that is rapidly occurring in the region, as ASEAN nations race to achieve newfound wealth and status amongst the international community. For these reasons, the large influence this single species has over Southeast Asia warrants a detailed look into its population and overlap with people.

In general, it appears that there has been an increase in conflict between humans and macaques over the last decade in Southeast Asia, although it still remains unclear all the factors driving this change. Likely factors include, human expansion into previously undisturbed macaque habitats, an increase of macaques moving near human settlement, increases in populations of macaques and/or humans in regions of interface, increased conflict as the result of communities gaining more wealth and resources to defend from macaques, or just increased reports and complaints by disgruntled citizens becoming more accustomed to modern lifestyles. The uncertainty of the causal factors and their degree of impact on increasing conflict are a clear indication that better investigation is needed on this issue. Understanding the causes of conflict will certainly be of high importance in mitigating it. With current trends in the report of human-macaque conflict, it is anticipated that the development of national and international-level wildlife management organizations dedicated solely to monitoring, evaluating, and implementing action to develop sustainable human-macaque communities and/or reduce conflict between the two will become a major focus of wildlife management in Southeast Asia over the next decade. Management efforts will need to be paralleled by similarly extensive research programs that will help to support and guide these programs so that they do not blindly manipulate their macaque populations.

Long-tailed macaques have had a very long history of living in close proximity to human activity and their settlements, and they are well adapted to reproductively succeed in human-influenced environments. For example, long-tailed macaques tend to prefer forest edge habitats and regions altered
by human activity hence, they are often found along the edges of human-landscaped environments. They also are generalist feeders and are attracted and adjust well to human-based food resources, such as contained refuse, litter, and food directly given to them. Macaques are also attractive to people, and humans keep them for recreational use (i.e., pets and performance), and this has led to humans manipulating and moving macaques around. This close relationship to humankind, as well as their high level of flexibility and generalist dietary habits, has allowed long-tailed macaques to colonize new island environments after being transported by humans to a few islands beyond their core range in Southeast Asia. The level of impact of these exotic macaques varies from highly invasive to little impact in their new insular environment. Accordingly, the impact of long-tailed macaques is not restricted to only Southeast Asia, and wildlife managers now have to consider efforts to control future introductions of macaques to new islands, as well as managing the impact they have had on the flora and fauna of islands already colonized. Moreover, understanding how long-tailed macaques adjust to such a wide variety of environmental circumstance should be of immense interest to evolutionary scientists interested in the natural selection of variability and flexible behavior.

In this volume, we have attempted to compile what is currently known about the long-tailed macaque population and its overlap with human communities in response to the current needs we have highlighted above. This is a highly needed compilation of information because, although this species is a commonly occurring monkey of Southeast Asia and one of the world’s most widely geographically distributed, there is a striking gap in our understanding of its population distribution and abundance. Moreover, this volume will be a useful guide as attention toward this species continues to increase over the coming years. More and more organizations are attempting manipulations of long-tailed macaque populations in an effort to lessen the extent of human–macaque overlap, and therefore it will be imperative to have information readily available about the population-level characteristics of *M. fascicularis*. Furthermore, systematic assessments of the impact and consequences of human–macaque sympatry are needed to guide future actions towards macaques. This volume is an attempt to compile information from experts around the world currently researching wild populations of *M. fascicularis* to gather and to impart what is known about the present population of long-tailed macaques. The volume is intended to be a resource for scientists and researchers interested in the biology of primate populations and the effects of human–wildlife interaction. Moreover, it should become a key source of information for organizations and policy-makers struggling to develop strategies and legislation for developing peaceful human–macaque communities and managing their interface between humans and long-tailed macaques.
The volume is broken into five major parts. Part I deals with the population of long-tailed macaques. Chapter 1 describes the basic population-level characteristics of long-tailed macaques, as well as explaining the features of the human–macaque interface. Chapters 2 and 3 focuses on work from a group led by Dr Yuzuru Hamada from Kyoto University and Dr Aye Mi San from Myeik University, which has been doing extensive work throughout mainland Southeast Asia assessing the distribution and evolution of macaque species. These two chapters look at the first reports generated on the long-tailed macaque populations in Myanmar and the Peoples Republic of Laos. Part II looks in more detail at the human–macaque interface, and in this section we are introduced to situations in Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore and Bali, Indonesia.

Chapter 7 closes the section on the human–macaque interface by detailing the concerns of transmission of infectious agents between humans and macaques. Part III focuses attention on the colonization of long-tailed macaques beyond their natural range, and Chapters 8–10 are focused on the exotic populations in Mauritius and Palau. Part IV is a short section looking at the closest relative of long-tailed macaques, the rhesus macaque (*M. mulatta*), and in Chapter 11, Dr Charles Southwick’s 50 plus years of research in India is summarized to show how rhesus populations and human–macaque contact have changed over that time. Part V brings the volume to a close by providing various approaches and needs for studying and managing long-tailed macaques and their interface with humans. In Chapter 12, we discuss potential resolutions to lessen human–macaque conflict and develop sustainable human–macaque communities (i.e., communities where macaques and humans can coexist without major conflict and without serious threats to each other’s health, wellbeing, or existence). Chapter 13 outlines the future directions for researching macaque populations, provides a discussion on approaches to studying macaque synanthropy, and questions the need for conservation programs for some parts of the population. Throughout the volume, boxes are presented from separate authors to supplement the chapters. These short excerpts provide detailed information of specific activities being carried out in the field to better understand the population or to help resolve human–macaque conflict.
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A stone statue at Sangeh Monkey Forest, Bali, Indonesia depicts an evil giant from the Ramayana, Kumbakarna, being attacked by an army of long-tailed macaques. Kumbakarna is the brother of the epic’s evil antagonist, Rawana, and was convinced by him to fight against the hero, Rama. Kumbakarna tried to convince Rawana to stop the unnecessary war, but out of loyalty to his own kind, agreed to fight. In the Ramayana, macaques represented an army of warriors that assisted Rama to fight against a powerful evil and save his true love, Sita. In the real world, macaques live on the edge of our own war to conquer and control our global environment. As in the Ramayana, the macaques fight against a powerful force; and like Kumbakarna, maybe we too are knowingly fighting an unworthy war. Photograph by Michael D. Gumert.
“Ramadewa looked at the numerous troops of monkeys. They were at ease and happy and showed their liveliness. All their movements, their noisy voices, their way of sleeping on branches made him happy just to look at them.”

Verse 151:VI from the Ramayana Kakawin, as translated from Javanese by Soewito Santoso, 1980.